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1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 
Radiotherapy (RT) has developed into an important and recognized pillar in cancer therapy. It 

has become indispensable in the multidisciplinary state-of-the-art treatment of malignant as 

well as some non-malignant diseases. The value of RT lies not only in adjuvant treatment or 

in the palliative care, but it is highly important in the primary treatment of cancer aiming at 

complete remission and healing from the disease. RT can be conducted in different settings – 

as pre-surgery RT with the goal of downsizing the tumor to achieve operability and possibly 

enabling the surgeon to minimize operation margins, as post-operative RT as consolidation 

therapy and as primary RT as only treatment for the patient. All treatment schemes can be 

combined with simultaneous chemotherapy. Simultaneous application of chemotherapy can 

sensitize the tumor cells further to the impact of RT and increase the response rate. Various 

studies have been carried out to support the feasibility of primary RT with or without 

simultaneous systemic treatment with equivalent outcome compared to surgery for different 

tumors, such as prostate cancer (PC) and some types of head and neck (H&N) cancer 

(Monnier & Simon, 2015; Morgan et al., 2009; Parikh & Sher, 2012; Timme et al., 2015). An 

example for the use of pre-operative chemo-RT is the treatment of resectable esophageal 

cancer. Van Hagen et. al. demonstrated the superiority of neoadjuvant chemo-RT with 

carboplatin and paclitaxel over surgery alone (van Hagen et al., 2012). The most common 

example for the use of post-operative RT, that raises a lot of public awareness, is RT after 

breast-conserving surgery. Before RT was established, treatment of breast cancer usually 

implied complete mastectomy, resulting in poor aesthetic outcomes and low psychological 

acceptance and coping by the patient. With the use of postoperative RT, breast-conserving 

therapy has become possible (Early Breast Cancer Trialists' Collaborative Group, 2011). Even 

intra-operative RT is now in routine clinical use, making cancer treatment for patients more 

convenient, less time consuming and less psychologically stressful (Vaidya et al., 2014). This 

example emphasizes the importance of the multidisciplinary setting and the constant 

development and reevaluation of cancer treatment. However, it is only due to recent 

developments that RT has earned its significant position in cancer treatment, making it safer 

and more effective at the same time (De Los Santos et al., 2013; Mayyas et al., 2013; Tol et 

al., 2016; Yu et al., 2016). 
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1.2 Current State of the Art Radiotherapy 
In the last few years, radiation oncology has experienced rapid changes. A lot of new research 

has been conducted in order to improve setting, safety and outcome of RT. RT has evolved in 

every aspect - from treatment planning to patient setup and irradiation techniques. Devices for 

patient immobilization, such as vacuum bags, foils and high precision masks have not only 

made irradiation of patients safer, but have also made high precision techniques like intensity 

modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) and stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) techniques 

possible, where high doses are delivered to a small target volume with maximal protection of 

the adjacent organs at risk (OAR). Non-invasive methods to immobilize patients like 

stereotactic masks and vacuum bags minimize patient setup errors and replace more invasive 

techniques of immobilization like the stereotactic head ring. 

IMRT and volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT) have become a standard in RT (Tol et 

al., 2016; Yu et al., 2016). In IMRT, a multi-leaf collimator is used during RT. By blocking 

parts of the irradiation beam with a multi-leaf collimator, the beam profile is formed 

according to the shape of the tumor. This way, the surrounding tissue can be spared even 

more effectively. In VMAT, the rotation of the gantry is combined with IMRT technique. 

During the rotation of the gantry around the patient, IMRT is delivered to the tumor from 

different angles. The collimator leaves are moving at the same time as the gantry is moving 

around the patient in order to provide the desired homogenous 3D-dose distribution across the 

tumor. This way the irradiation field can be matched as good as possible even to irregularly 

shaped tumors, minimizing irradiation of the surrounding tissue (Novaes et al., 2015), 

however at the cost of a larger low dose area.  

One of the most important advances, however, is the introduction of image guided 

radiotherapy (IGRT) (De Los Santos et al., 2013; Mayyas et al., 2013). To control possible 

positioning errors or anatomy changes, IGRT is essential. Patient setup errors can be detected 

and eliminated at the same time. The anatomy of a patient can change in the course of 

treatment. Examples are tumor shrinkage or swelling of organs because of edema or progress 

under RT or weight loss. Similarly, the daily physiological change of bowel or urinary 

bladder filling has an impact on organ movements. These changes can cause adjacent tissue to 

slide into the irradiation field or tumor cells to escape the full prescribed dose. All this might 

result in higher toxicity, as well as in local failure. Therefore, these setup controls are 

essential for treatment safety and success. For this purpose, kilovolt cone-beam CT-scans 

(CBCTs) are performed on a regular basis. The required technique is integrated into the linear 
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accelerator. Imaging is performed with the patient in the irradiation position. It is possible to 

compare the daily CBCT image showing the actual situation to the original kilovolt planning 

CT (kV-PCT = PCT). Positioning adjustments and treatment table shifts can be performed 

immediately, which makes irradiation more accurate. Other influence factors, such as 

difficulties of the patients to hold up a certain bladder filling, become obvious and it can 

immediately be responded to them adequately. The fusion of PCT and CBCT offers daily 

reevaluation of the target volume and organ positioning and can help with the decision 

whether a new PCT with a new irradiation plan is necessary.  

The establishment of IGRT also cleared the way for the latest development of tracking and 

gating systems. The terms “tracking” and “gating” describe a variety of methods with the 

purpose of adapting RT to moving tumors (Giraud et al., 2006), as it is the case with lung 

cancer or breast cancer. Tumors of the lung, for example, can be treated using gating 

techniques. RT is only applied in a certain breathing phase by tracking periodic breathing 

motions using a marker on the patient and gating the beam to a certain breathing phase. Using 

the same system for breast cancer reduces the dose to lung and heart (Korreman et al., 2005; 

Zurl et al., 2010). The tracking system also enables real time adjustments of the beam to the 

tumor position. The tumor can be tracked in different ways, for example by implanting 

fiducial markers. Therefore, tumor movement does not have to result in large safety margins 

any more.  

 

1.3 Treatment Planning and Delivery:  

1.3.1 Treatment Preparation 

1.3.1.1 Setup 

The planning procedure of RT starts with the acquisition of the PCT. The patient is positioned 

on the CT table the same way he will be positioned during every single treatment session. 

During the setup, the patient will also receive the skin marks that will ensure the positioning 

verification via laser systems in the CT room as well as in the treatment room. These marks 

must be maintained during the whole treatment time. Exemplary, setups and planning for head 

and neck (H&N) and prostate cancer (PC) are described here. Usually, H&N cancer patients 

get an immobilization mask to decrease patient movement. A radiation protection rail offers 
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shielding of the teeth. Knee support or pillows can be installed individually. PC patients 

receive an inflatable rectal balloon to decrease irradiation of the dorsal rectal wall (Geier et 

al., 2012). The belly board can help to bring the intestines further away from the target 

volume, when the patient is lying on the stomach. Here, too, the knee support or extra padding 

are optional. 

1.3.1.2 Contouring 

After obtaining the PCT, a radiation oncologist (RO) starts to delineate the OARs and defines 

the gross tumor volume (GTV), the clinical target volume (CTV) and the planning target 

volume (PTV). The GTV represents the macroscopic, visible tumor, while the CTV includes 

the area where microscopic spread occurs most likely. The PTV equals the CTV plus an 

added safety margin to account for setup errors, tissue changes and delineation uncertainties. 

Definition of the target volume is not trivial. It forms the basis for further planning and for 

patients’ tumor control and safety. Therefore it has to be as accurate as possible. The 

reliability of contouring, however, is subject to many influence factors. First of all, delineation 

depends greatly on the experience of the RO (Dunst, 2016). Due to the often poor soft-tissue 

contrast in CTs, target definition is often easier on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or 

positron emission tomography (PET) (Wang & Zhe, 2013). PET shows the actual active 

tumor location by visualizing its metabolism. Depending on the tumor quality, different 

imaging methods could have advantages in target delineation. These images can be co-

registered to the PCT and help with target volume definition. Despite a variety of guidelines 

for contouring of target volumes and the assistance of other imaging modalities like MRI or 

PET, a certain contouring uncertainty remains. Everybody is judging images in a slightly 

different way, according to their subjective views and own experience. This circumstance is 

called inter-observer contouring variability. Brouwer et.al., for example evaluated inter-

observer contouring variability in the head and neck region for six patients (Brouwer et al., 

2012). Five ROs delineated the spinal cord, the parotid and submandibular glands, the thyroid 

cartilage and the glottic larynx. For all OARs, except the glottic larynx, inter-observer 

contouring variability, assessed via intraclass correlation coefficient, concordance index (=CI) 

and a 3D measure of variation, was moderate. The glottic larynx showed larger variation. The 

inter-observer contouring variability in the larynx was largest in the cranial, the caudal and the 

medial parts. The experience and image quality certainly influences inter-observer contouring 

variability. Tissue contours can be obscured resulting for example in underestimation of the 

organ volumes. This is often due to movements, such as breathing motions (Padmanaban et 
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al., 2010). Artifacts deriving from implants and prostheses can block out whole structures in 

their surroundings. Moreover, there is also influence of intra-observer contouring variability. 

Intra-observer contouring variability describes the fact that even the same person contouring 

the same structure on different time points will result in varying contours. Evaluation of inter- 

and intra- observer variability has become a standard to assess reliability of contouring and 

image quality.  

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 depict two examples of inter-observer contouring variability on cone-beam 

CT (CBCT) for the left parotid gland and the prostate. 

 

 

Fig. 1  Example of inter-observer contouring variability of the left parotid gland on CBCT. 
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Fig. 2  Example of inter-observer contouring variability of the prostate on CBCT. 

1.3.1.3 Dose Calculation 

When all volumes are defined, an irradiation dose plan is calculated by a medical physicist. 

Feasibility of RT is always determined by the balance between tumor control and acceptable 

toxicity to adjacent organs. Side effects on normal tissues and OARs are limiting dose 

application. Side effects that must be expected depend mainly on the location of the tumor, 

the characteristics of the surrounding organs, their radiosensitivity and on the applied dose. 

Each tissue has its own degree of radiosensitivity. The consequential dose restrictions must be 

respected in any case. Application of dose to the surrounding tissue must be low to keep 

toxicity to a minimum. In the immediate proximity of the target volume, steep dose gradients 

are needed to ensure full coverage of the tumor and best possible protection of the 

surroundings at the same time. The irradiation plan has to be optimized so the tumor receives 

the full prescribed dose and the OARs are spared as consequently as possible. As mentioned 

above, there are empirical critical dose limits for each organ that have to be maintained and 

that help the physician and the physicist to decide whether a plan is acceptable and can be 

used for treatment. CT-based dose-calculation algorithms for accurate radiation treatment 

planning rely on correct assignment of Hounsfield units (HU) to the electron density (ED). 

HU are values on a scale which represent the degree of X-ray attenuation in different tissues. 

Per definition, pure water has an HU value of 0, air of -1000 and bone of +1000. Different X-
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ray attenuation coefficients of tissues represented by different HU manifest themselves on 

CTs by different grey shades. Phantoms with known electron densities are used to generate 

HU to ED calibration curves that are used for dose calculation.   

1.3.2 Treatment Delivery – CBCT 
In the beginning of each treatment session, the patient has to settle down on the treatment 

couch in the fixed position as indicated by the skin marks, verified using the laser system. The 

mask or the rectal balloon as well as all other setup aids such as belly board or knee support 

have to be installed the same way as for the PCT. Before the actual irradiation can be started, 

a CBCT is acquired to verify the patient position. During the following treatment sessions, 

CBCTs are conducted in intervals or in certain critical cases before every treatment session 

for verification of the target volume as part of IGRT. CBCTs are useful to verify patient setup 

and organ positions. Moreover, patient anatomy changes or changes in organ filling can be 

verified. These changes can make replanning necessary. CBCTs help with the decision 

whether the treatment accuracy is still sustained or whether adjustments and replanning have 

become necessary. 

1.4 Future Aspects: Online Adaptive Planning 
Up to now there are no well established algorithms for planning on other imaging modes than 

the PCT. CT imaging is still the gold standard for planning irradiation. Replanning on CBCTs 

would be beneficial, as they are regularly conducted in the course of RT. They are therefore 

easily and routinely available. Currently, CBCTs are used for assessing setup errors and soft 

tissue changes, but not for planning. If a major change of anatomy is detected, or if the patient 

cannot follow instructions for example due to the inability to uphold a certain bladder filling 

because of irradiation toxicity causing urge incontinence, the patient has to endure the whole 

process of treatment planning again. Planning starts again with a new PCT. If major 

deviations from the initial plan become obvious on the control CBCT, it would be of great 

advantage if the CBCT could be used for online plan readjustments. Avoiding the necessity to 

acquire another PCT would significantly reduce replanning time. The treatment of the already 

correctly positioned patient could be continued without time loss, being advantageous for 

treatment goals and the patient's psychology.  

However, there are some negative characteristics of CBCTs that have to be taken into 

account. The width and the shape of the cone beam cause more scattering, especially at the 

edges (Choi et al., 2011; Eskandarloo et al., 2012; White et al., 2009). CBCTs therefore 
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contain more artifacts and the image quality is poorer compared to the PCT. Contouring on 

CBCTs might be more difficult and inter-observer contouring variability larger. Delineation 

of target volumes and OARs, however, is the fundament of RT. Reliability in identification of 

size, shape and position is essential to be able to calculate reliable dose plans. Additionally, 

HU resulting from CBCTs are less reliable than those from PCTs (Yoo & Yin, 2006) and 

cannot be determined as exactly on CBCTs as on PCTs due to different reasons, for example 

due to increased scatter. HU to electron density curves are also not as reliable (Eskandarloo et 

al., 2012; Hatton et al., 2009). There are several studies with the goal to find influence factors 

on dose calculation on CBCT and possible ways to deal with them. These approaches include 

HU mapping or the calibration of HU to electron density (ED) curves (Guan & Dong, 2009; 

Hatton et al., 2009). In the process of HU mapping, empirical or population based HU of CTs 

are assigned to different kinds of tissue on other imaging modalities, such as CBCTs, but also 

MRI. These are then used for dose calculations with the goal of making irradiation planning 

on these other imaging modalities possible (Dunlop et al., 2015; Fotina, Hopfgartner, et al., 

2012).  

In this study we summarize all influence factors on HU-derivation on CBCTs, which are due 

to various technical settings and reconstruction problems, as “HU uncertainties”. 

1.5 Prostate Cancer and Head and Neck Cancer 
PC as well as H&N cancer are two prevalent cancer types that frequently pose indications for 

RT. RT can be given as an adjuvant or additive post-operative therapy, but also oftentimes as 

primary treatment. 

1.5.1 General Principles and Side Effects of Prostate Cancer Radiotherapy 
For PC, primary RT with neoadjuvant hormone therapy is an equivalent alternative to surgery 

in early local or locally advanced stages without metastases (Parikh & Sher, 2012). The 

equality in outcome of the treatment modalities and their inherent advantages and 

disadvantages and risk profiles make a multidisciplinary setting even more inevitable to 

ensure that patients can make well-informed decisions (Guy et al., 2016). The choice of the 

appropriate treatment is influenced by several factors, including tumor stage, the existence of 

distant metastases, technical operability, co-morbidities, age and life expectancy as well as the 

patient’s personal preference (Scherr et al., 2003). RT provides not only curative treatment, 

but can also be used in the palliative setting, for example treating symptomatic bone 

metastases (Scherr et al., 2003).   
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Each body region poses its own particular challenges during irradiation planning and 

treatment. For the PC patients, it is mostly the intrinsic organ changes like varying filling of 

the hollow organs, such as bladder and bowels. These organs can move in and out of the 

irradiation field and also affect the position of surrounding tissue and the tumor. To avoid an 

increase of toxicity or local failure, organ filling must be controlled and kept constant as 

accurately as possible. Patients should be instructed to empty the rectum and fill the bladder 

before every treatment session. Irradiation aids like the rectal balloon can be applied and 

imaging controls should be conducted on a regular basis. Replanning might become necessary 

in the course of the treatment with the increase of toxicity, as the individual patient can have 

more difficulties following the instructions to fill the bladder and hold the urine.  

 In the course of RT of PC, bladder and bowels are at the highest risk. Acute symptoms can be 

similar to symptoms of a urinary tract or enteric infection (Chennupati et al., 2014; Zelefsky 

et al., 2002). This includes alguria, pollakisuria, the sensation of urinary retention and 

diarrhea, meteorism and bleeding, respectively. Incontinence is a highly impairing side effect 

with low social acceptance. Late effects include shrinkage of the bladder, urinary tract 

obstructions by fibrosis as well as ileus and late rectal bleeding. Chronic infections as well as 

incontinence can become a persisting problem. Due to the close proximity of the responsible 

nerves, prostate irradiation can result in sexual dysfunction (Talcott et al., 1998). All these 

possible side effects of RT illustrate the high importance of the protection of the OARs 

(Schaake et al., 2016). Toxicity of prostate RT can lead to loss of quality of life (Schaake et 

al., 2014). However, these side effects are mostly mild and can be further decreased by using 

modern techniques and strict dose limitations to OARs (Chennupati et al., 2014).  

 

1.5.2 General Principles and Side Effects of Head and Neck Cancer Radiotherapy 
In early stages of H&N cancer, RT delivers equivalent results to surgery. It can be suggested 

as a possible alternative according to patients’ preference or other factors such as inoperability 

of the tumor (Monnier & Simon, 2015). Inoperability can be due to technical challenges but 

also due to co-morbidities and age of the patient. The alternative is primary RT of the tumor 

with or without combination with simultaneous chemotherapy, such as cisplatin. During the 

process of decision-making, the expected functional outcomes and the preservation of the 

affected organ must be thoroughly considered (Karlsson et al., 2014). Palliative RT for 

symptom control is also possible for advanced H&N cancer. 
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In the H&N region, changes in anatomy pose a common problem during RT. Weight loss 

during treatment, swelling due to edema and inflammation, as well as tumor shrinkage can 

result in a complete change of the local situation. Regular imaging is essential and replanning 

must be considered when significant changes occur. In the H&N region, symptoms of toxicity 

to surrounding tissue play a major role as they are especially impairing. In this region, there 

are many organs in a very enclosed area. Toxicity to these organs affects quality of life 

significantly (Kakoei et al., 2012). This is where adaptive online planning will play an 

important role in the future to save time when adjustments of the current plan become 

necessary to avoid toxicity or local failure.  

Side effects of RT in the H&N region are various. During external beam RT, the skin is 

always at risk. The acute effects on the skin can range from light irritation and redness to open 

moist and bleeding wounds that tend to get super-infected. Chronic effects include 

pigmentation disorders, dryness of skin, atrophy as well as fibrosis of the subcutaneous tissue 

(Bray et al., 2016). Healing can be impaired after irradiation. This is especially important if an 

operation is planned after RT, but also oftentimes during adjuvant treatment and the operative 

treatment of relapse after RT. Skin care therefore is an important part of RT. Optimized skin 

care cannot prevent irradiation effects. However, it can help to attenuate acute toxicity and 

long-term effects. Late effects have to be distinguished from recurrent disease, if necessary by 

biopsy (Bray et al., 2016).  

There are a number of different organs and sensory organs in the H&N region in a rather 

narrow space. Effects on salivary glands, such as the parotid or submandibular glands, can 

cause acute and late xerostomia (Jensen et al., 2010). Xerostomia also aggravates side effects 

like swallowing impairment and predestines for oral infections, e.g. with candida, which has 

large impact on the quality of life as well (Jensen et al., 2010). Saliva with its antibodies is a 

major part of the local immune defense. Damage of the teeth by direct irradiation effects on 

the dentin and enamel, but also secondary damage by caries can be a likely consequence 

(Lieshout & Bots, 2014). Caries is favored by xerostomia and the irradiation-caused teeth 

damage. Loss of taste often leads to loss of appetite while swallowing has already become 

difficult due to irradiation mucositis with or without super-infection. Dysphagia can also be 

caused by direct damage of the swallowing apparatus (Agarwal et al., 2011). All together, this 

can result in severe weight loss. Parenteral nutrition or nutrition through a percutaneous 

endoscopic gastrostomy can become inevitable. Great care must be taken of the spinal cord. 

Acute effects can be edema that can usually be treated well, e.g. with dexamethason. Chronic 

irradiation damages can lead to myelopathy (Kirkpatrick et al., 2010). Damage to the spinal 
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cord can range from merely radiographic changes to serious functional impairment. There is a 

possibility that these symptoms improve over time after RT (Kirkpatrick et al., 2010). Dose 

limits for OARs should be maintained strictly. Accurate irradiation planning and the use of 

modern techniques are the only way to minimize toxicity and make RT a valuable pillar of 

cancer treatment. 

1.6 Goals of the Present Study 
In summary, to maintain a high standard in RT concerning success of the treatment and 

security of the patient with low toxicity, high precision and flexibility in plan adjustments are 

crucial. Patients should benefit from all resources and modern techniques, such as IMRT and 

IGRT described above. The basis of high quality RT and the most important criteria of 

fulfilling all its requirements are precise delineation of target and risk volumes and reliable 

dose calculations. To date, treatment planning on PCTs remains the gold standard. Prompt 

response to anatomy changes or organ filling is required. Up to date, these readjustments are 

conducted offline on the basis of a new PCT. To improve the work flow and the convenience 

of the patient, it would be helpful to use CBCTs directly for replanning. However, the 

influence of inter-observer contouring variability and HU-based dose calculations on CBCTs 

is not yet well investigated. Particularly with regard to efforts to use CBCT for irradiation 

planning, inter-observer contouring variability on PCTs and CBCTs, its impact on results of 

dose calculation, as well as the reliability of dose calculation on CBCTs must be assessed, 

compared and put into relation to other influence factors. 

The goal of the present study was to assess inter-observer contouring variability and dose 

calculation on PCT in comparison to CBCT for PC patients and H&N cancer patients for 

selected OARs in these areas. The impact of HU on dose calculation was assessed.  

It was investigated whether inter-observer contouring variability or HU have the greater 

impact on planning outcome.  
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2 Materials and Methods 
Five PC and five H&N cancer patients undergoing IGRT were evaluated. The PCT and two 

corresponding CBCTs, one obtained at the beginning (CBCT1) of RT, between one and two 

weeks after the PCT, and one at the end (CBCT2), about 1.5 to 2 months after obtaining the 

PCT were assessed. Four experienced radiation oncologists (RO1, RO2, RO3 and RO4) were 

asked to delineate the OARs, namely bladder, rectum and prostate for PC and spinal cord, left 

parotid gland and right parotid gland for H&N on each CT – the PCT, CBCT1 and CBCT2. 

The different CT-types with the different contouring formed the basis for the evaluation of 

inter-observer contouring variability and the assessment of HU and their influence on dose 

calculation. It was hypothesized that it might be more difficult to contour on CBCTs that were 

obtained at the end of treatment, due to soft tissue changes, such as edema, developing during 

RT. This can worsen the subjective image quality and blur the edges of the OARs. For each 

patient, an irradiation plan was calculated on the PCT by a medical physicist. Subsequently, 

the initial plan of the PCT of a patient with the original parameters was copied to the two 

corresponding CBCTs and then the dose distribution was recalculated for the structures as 

delineated on each CBCT. 

2.1 Inter-Observer Contouring Variability 
The extent of inter-observer contouring variability is a measure of accuracy of delineation on 

CTs. The larger the inter-observer contouring variability, the more uncertain is the definition 

of target volumes or regions at risk. However, all further planning is dependent on confident 

delineation, especially homogenous dose calculations delivering the prescribed dose to the 

tumor while protecting surrounding tissue. As mentioned in the introduction, there are 

different reasons for high insecurity of delineated contours. One cause of error is the 

inexperienced radiation oncologist (Dunst, 2016). To investigate the influence of human error, 

the delineations of the four ROs were used to assess the reliability of contouring of target 

volumes and OARs.  

The other reason for high inter-observer variability in contouring is an impaired image 

quality. The image quality of CBCTs is worse than the image quality of planning or 

diagnostic CTs due to increased scatter and technical reconstruction problems, that are not 

subject of this study (Siewerdsen & Jaffray, 2001).  

Another influence on inter-observer contouring variability is the alteration of the tissue in the 

course of irradiation. As the tissue reacts to the photons, inflammation is caused and edema 
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and swelling develop. These acute tissue reactions might make it more difficult to define the 

true outlines of a structure and differentiate it from its surroundings. This will be investigated 

by comparing CBCT1 to CBCT2. 

It is not possible to compare delineation of OARs between the three CTs directly. Organ 

position and size can change significantly in between the treatment fractions. The before-

mentioned bladder and bowel filling can vary greatly not only depending on patients’ 

compliance towards the instructions. Also, tumor shrinkage or tissue swelling can change the 

positioning of all OARs. For this reason, inter-observer contouring variability was calculated 

for each CT separately and then compared to each other. To get more reliable results for the 

spinal cord, the distal ends of the contouring were cut to end at the same CT layer, as there 

have been no guide lines of how far to the distal end the delineation should be performed. The 

proximal parts were not cut, as the different delineations of the transition into the medulla 

oblongata were considered an important aspect.  

The parameters used to describe inter-observer contouring variability are various and not 

standardized. On the basis of a meta-analysis, Fotina et al. assessed a number of evaluation 

parameters used in the literature for the description of inter-observer contouring variability 

and recommended a combination of overlap measure, descriptive statistics and statistical 

measures of agreement or reliability analysis (Fotina et al., 2012).  

Considering this analysis and to allow for comparison with other studies, three evaluation 

parameters were chosen for characterization of inter-observer contouring variability of the 

structure volume size and position as deduced from the observers' delineations: generalized 

conformity index (CIgen) as proposed by Kouwenhoven et al. for any number of observers 

(Kouwenhoven et al., 2009), coefficient of variation (CV) and intraclass correlation 

coefficient (ICC) (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). These evaluation parameters make up a reliable 

description of inter-observer contouring variability, as they describe different aspects of 

conformity. It should be noted that CV and ICC only assess conformity in the volume size 

determination and provide no information about positioning reliability. This is not sufficient, 

of course, for assessment of the reliability of irradiation plans. Only the CIgen as defined 

below gives information about both, concordance in volume size and position. 

Additional useful information about the 3D-positioning of the different OARs in the body is 

provided by the calculation of the geometric center and the distances between the geometric 

center of each individual OAR and the mean geometric center as averaged over all four 
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delineations of that OAR. In the case of organ delineation, where tissue density is assumed to 

be homogenous, the center of gravity equals the center of mass (COM). For compatibility 

with the literature, in the following, the geometric center will be referred to as COM and mean 

COM (COMmean). 

 

(1)   Generalized conformity index: CIgen 

A generalized conformity index for any number of delineations, unbiased with respect to their 

number, was developed by Kouwenhoven et al. (Kouwenhoven et al., 2009): 

∑ 1 ′

2 1 ∑ ′ ∑ ′ 

where Vi
' is part of the intersection of i different volumes, forming i(i −1)/2 pairs delineated 

by a total of k ROs. 

This expression can be simplified to (Kouwenhoven et al., 2009) 

∑ ∩

∑ ∪
 

CIgen is the ratio between the sum of all pairwise intersections and the sum of all pair wise 

unions of the analyzed structures Vi delineated by the different ROs, and provides a measure 

of their overlapping. A CIgen of 1 indicates complete overlapping of the delineations, whereas 

a CIgen of 0 indicates that there is no intersection of the volumes at all. The magnitude of 

overlapping is determined by size differences of the different delineations as well as their 

relative position to each other. Fig. 3 demonstrates for the simple case of two observers that 

the same value of the conformity index can result from better conformity of position 

compared to conformity of volume, and vice versa. In order to describe the position of the 

structures towards each other more specifically than the more general information provided 

by the CIgen, the COM is an informative additional quantity. 
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Fig. 3  Illustration of conformity index (CIgen) for two observers. The illustration shows that CIgen 
evaluates both size and position conformities of the structures. More precise information about the 
spatial positions and their relationship to each other is provided by evaluation of the COM coordinates. 

 

(2)   Coefficient of variation: CV 

CV, a common quantity in descriptive statistics, represents the ratio of the standard deviation 

(σ) and the mean of a set of data, in the present case of the different volumes of the same 

organ as delineated by the different ROs. 

 

where σ is the standard deviation of the volumes as determined by the ROs for one patient and 

Vmean is the mean volume. 

As a relative dispersion measure this dimensionless quantity allows for a conclusive 

comparison of variations of volumes relative to their size, independent of different scales. A 

smaller value of the CV indicates a smaller inter-observer variability in volume size 

determination. 

CI = 1

CI = 0.5

CI = 0

V1

V2

CI = 
V1 

V1 U V2

U
V2

COM
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(3)  Intra-class correlation coefficient: ICC 

The ICC completes this description by quantifying the consistency or conformity of studies of 

multiple raters related to various objects (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). 

2,1
1

 

where MSpat is the mean square between patient cases and MSerr the mean square of noise 

term. MSRO is the mean square between raters (ROs) while k is the number of raters (RO1-4) 

and n is the number of patients. The first parameter 2 in ICC(2,1) means all k raters are 

chosen at random from a population of raters and these k raters rate all n subjects, the second 

parameter 1 stands for calculation of  reliability of a single rater. 

Calculation of ICC is based on two factor analysis of variances (ANOVA), comparing the 

variance between different ratings on the same measuring quantity with the total variance 

generated by all ratings and measuring objects. Therefore, a measurement is more reliable, 

when the ratings on the same object by different raters are similar, while the ratings on 

different objects by the same rater are differing. The ICC provides a tool for reliability 

judgement of observations made by different raters. The ICC in this study only concerns the 

reliability of volume size determination. It provides no information about positioning 

reliability. 

According to a scale proposed by Landis and Koch (Landis & Koch, 1977), ICC > 0.8 

suggests excellent reliability, ICC > 0.6 substantial reliability, ICC > 0.4 suggests moderate 

reliability and an ICC < 0.4 stands for poor reliability. 

(4)   Centre of mass: COM 

Information about the degree of agreement between the ROs on the position of an OAR can 

be judged by comparison of their computed COM.   

Combination of all these parameters, CIgen, CV, ICC and COM, enables a reliable assessment 

of accuracy of volume as well as position of delineated OARs. CIgen and COM deliver spatial 

information, while CIgen, ICC and CV add information about the agreement in volume size. 

Comparison of CIgen and ICC can identify the source of inter-observer contouring variability.  
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2.2 Dose Comparison 
Results of dose calculation on CBCTs are affected by different factors. Two aspects were 

assessed in this study: the impact of the inter-observer contouring variability and the influence 

of HU uncertainties. The results were compared against each other. 

The original plan on the PCT for each patient was normalized to the median prescribed dose 

and copied onto each CBCT. The dose distribution was recalculated for all structure sets 

defined by the different ROs. For all recalculations for the same patient, the identical number 

of monitor units (MU) was used. For dose calculations on CBCTs, two different CBCT-

calibration curves – one for the H&N region and one for the pelvic region – were applied. 

Stability of calibration curves based on CBCT is vulnerable to different influences, for 

example to the patient constitution (Yoo & Yin, 2006). On the other hand, Yang et al. found 

that CBCT calibration curves were stable over time and doses computed based on PCT and 

CBCT agreed within 1% for phantom cases and prostate cancer patients (Yang et al., 2007). 

Moving phantoms and lung patient cases resulted in larger dose discrepancies. By copying the 

original plan onto the new CT, the OARs may have a different position in relation to the 

beam, due to the discrepancies in organ positioning and sizes. For this reason doses on PCT 

and CBCTs cannot be compared directly to each other. As an acceptable alternative dose 

differences due to HU or inter-observer contouring variability were analyzed on PCT and 

each CBCT separately and then relatively compared between PCT and CBCTs.  

The standard procedure of dose calculation for irradiation plans on PCTs takes the different 

HU of structures into account (DTissue, dose calculation with heterogeneity correction). To 

estimate the impact of HU on the results of dose calculation on PCT and CBCTs, dose 

distributions on CTs calculated with and without heterogeneity correction were evaluated. For 

dose calculation without heterogeneity correction all CT density values were equalized to 

water (HU=0). Since it is difficult to visualize and handle three-dimensional dose-distribution 

data in a feasible way, one-dimensional dose-volume histograms (DVH) are commonly used 

in radiation therapy planning in order to evaluate dose plans. Depending on the issue, either 

differential or cumulative DVHs are calculated. The dose on the horizontal axis as well as the 

volume on the vertical axis are displayed either in absolute values (Gy, cm3), or in percent 

relative to the prescribed dose and the defined volume (%).   

In the differential histogram (DVH-d) the volume of the organ that receives a dose within a 

defined dose bin (width of the column) is displayed. It is mainly used to illustrate minimum 

and maximum dose and dose variations within the structure.  

In the cumulative histogram (DVH-c) the volume part of a structure that receives a given dose 
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or more is plotted. Therefore the graph starts at 100% volume for dose 0 and more, and ends 

at 0% volume for the individual maximum dose.  

A drawback of both methods is that no spatial information is provided.  

An optimal DVH-c for a target volume shows that the prescribed dose homogenously covers 

the whole defined target volume, if the embracing isodose is not defined differently. 100% of 

the prescribed dose should cover 100% of the defined target volume. At the edges of the PTV, 

there should be a very steep dose gradient towards the surrounding tissue and OARs. In the 

case of the OARs, the affected volume as well as the applied dose should be minimized. Since 

the OARs cannot be spared completely, this requirement is represented by a quick decline of 

the corresponding DVH-c graph at a low dose.  

In daily routine DVH-c are more commonly used than DVH-d.  

Calculated doses delivered to the different OARs on CTs with and without heterogeneity 

correction (DTissue, DWater) were compared by determining their ratios (DTissue/DWater). The 

mean doses (Dmean) and the near maximum dose received by 2% of the structure volume (D2%) 

were used for all calculations except for the spinal cord, where only D2% was assessed. A ratio 

of 1 indicates that there is no difference in Dmean or D2% between both calculation modes. This 

way, good conformities or major discrepancies in dose originating from HU can be identified.  

To visualize the influence factors on the results of dose calculation and directly compare 

them, exemplary DVH for each structure set on PCT, CBCT1 and CBCT2, calculated with 

and without heterogeneity correction, were computed. This way, it can be illustrated whether 

the impact of HU or the impact of contouring-variability on dose calculation is larger - 

whether DVH vary more between DTissue and DWater or between the different contouring of the 

ROs. As each structure was delineated by four ROs, and dose calculated twice (with and 

without heterogeneity correction), eight graphs are visualized in each diagram. DVH of the 

OARs can also be compared in order to see whether the results are consistent for all structures 

or if there are other possible influence factors that can result in larger DVH-divergence. 
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3 Results  

3.1 Inter-Observer Contouring Variability 
Results of the assessment of inter-observer contouring variability by direct volume size 

comparison are illustrated in Fig. 4.  

 

 

Fig. 4  Volumes of the organs at risks delineated by all radiation oncologists for each patient on  
each CT.  
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The bladder displays the best agreement between the four ROs on the PCT as well as on both 

CBCTs. The differences in bladder volume between the different CT-types are to be expected, 

as it is difficult to maintain a constant filling of the bladder over the course of RT. 

Ratios of the smallest and largest delineated volume of a patient reach up to a factor of 2.20, 

2.12 and 2.37 for the left parotid gland and up to 2.63, 2.38 and 2.66 for the right parotid 

gland for PCT, CBCT1 and CBCT2, respectively. Factors for the spinal cord reach values of 

2.17, 2.01 and 1.73 for PCT, CBCT1 and CBCT2, respectively. For the bladder, these factors 

are 1.13, 1.16 and 1.24. For the rectum the values were 2.09, 1.49 and 1.39. The prostate 

displayed factors of 1.53, 1.56 and 1.49. The disagreement does not continually increase from 

PCT to CBCT2. Fig. 5 illustrates the accuracy of delineation when the individual contourings 

of the ROs are compared to the median. Most volumes differ between 20% to 40% from the 

median volume, a few outliers differ up to 85%, while the bladder again displays the best 

agreement. Spinal cord and the parotid glands display the largest deviation from the median.  

 

Fig. 5  Relative deviation of the volume sizes as delineated by the individual ROs from the median. 
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To better understand the impact of the differences in contouring, the intersecting volumes of 

all RO-determined volumes were compared to the overall union volumes (Table 1). 

  PCT    CBCT1    CBCT2 

  

  Vis 

(cm3) 

Vun 

(cm3) 

Vis/Vun 

(%) 

  Vis

(cm3) 

Vun

(cm3)

Vis/Vun 

(%) 

  Vis

(cm3) 

Vun 

(cm3) 

Vis/Vun 

(%) 

P1  Bladder  100.3  132.5  75.7  435.2 546.3 79.7 300.5  393.9  76.3
Rectum  112.2  168.3  66.7  106.3 171.7 61.9 104.0  184.9  56.2

Prostate  33.7  70.6  47.7  29.5 65.3 45.2 26.6  59.0  45.1

P2  Bladder  319.2  395.1  80.8  206.4 270.3 76.4 179.2  245.4  73.0
Rectum  80.7  175.5  46.0  80.2 153.2 52.3 90.3  164.9  54.8

Prostate  22.2  53.1  41.8  27.5 57.2 48.1 29.4  62.8  46.8

P3  Bladder  221.0  271.1  81.5  130.0 163.2 79.7 144.2  188.4  76.5
Rectum  76.4  151.2  50.5  81.2 131.8 61.6 75.6  110.9  68.2

Prostate  20.7  39.5  52.4  19.7 35.5 55.5 20.1  38.5  52.2

P4  Bladder  260.5  322.2  80.9  170.5 208.1 81.9 156.8  202.1  77.6
Rectum  111.7  171.0  65.3  107.6 162.7 66.1 79.5  130.7  60.8

Prostate  24.2  44.1  54.9  18.4 41.1 44.8 22.4  53.9  41.6

P5  Bladder  141.4  188.1  75.2  121.4 164.3 73.9 92.7  145.1  63.9
Rectum  63.0  170.1  37.0  74.7 143.7 52.0 96.4  165.4  58.3

Prostate  46.8  85.8  54.5  31.1 66.3 46.9 25.3  76.2  33.2

 

  PCT    CBCT1   CBCT2 

  

  Vis 

(cm3) 

Vun 

(cm3) 

Vis/Vun 

(%) 

  Vis

(cm3)

Vun

(cm3)

Vis/Vun 

(%) 

  Vis

(cm3) 

Vun 

(cm3) 

Vis/Vun 

(%) 

P1' Sp. Cord  6.0  20.9  28.7  6.8 22.6 30.1 9.5  25.9  36.7
   PG‐l  27.9  45.3  61.6  24.8 45.0 55.1 22.1  39.4  56.1

   PG‐r  27.2  45.8  59.4  23.4 48.7 48.0 17.6  49.4  35.6

P2' Sp. Cord  7.9  27.1  29.2  16.4 38.6 42.5 10.9  31.4  34.7
   PG‐l  12.9  30.3  42.6  9.3 27.6 33.7 3.3  21.6  15.3

   PG‐r  15.1  32.0  47.2  9.9 26.9 36.8 3.9  21.6  18.1

P3' Sp. Cord  10.8  27.9  38.7  14.6 32.1 45.5 11.3  29.9  37.8

   ‐l  14.1  37.2  37.9  16.6 44.5 37.3 7.8  41.1  19.0

   PG‐r  13.8  37.7  36.6  20.5 44.8 45.8 8.6  41.7  20.6

P4' Sp. Cord  10.0  28.7  34.8  12.9 33.3 38.7 13.0  30.4  42.8
   PG‐l  7.7  32.7  23.5  7.8 25.5 30.6 6.9  28.3  24.4

   PG‐r  5.7  27.1  21.0  5.9 26.3 22.4 3.1  27.0  11.5

P5' Sp. Cord  12.1  46.9  25.8  13.6 37.4 36.4 17.4  34.0  51.2

PG‐l  19.8  47.9  41.3  22.5 74.0 30.4 11.8  42.4  27.8

   PG‐r  24.8  48.7  50.9  20.5 56.6 36.2 20.3  44.3  45.8

 
Table 1   Ratios of intersection volumes (Vis) and union volumes (Vun) of the organs as contoured by 
all ROs. 
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The common volume Vis equals the intersecting set of all four volumes defined by the ROs, 

while the total volume Vun equals their set union. The best agreement would be given, if the 

common volume equals the total volume. The agreement varies largely between good 

agreement of up to >80% (bladder) and poor agreement of down to 11% (right parotid gland). 

The results of CIgen, CV, ICC and the distance of the COM of the various OARs from the 

mean COM are presented in Table 2.  

  PCT  CBCT1 CBCT2

Mean CIgen [Range]

Bladder  0.88  [0.86 ‐ 0.89] 0.87  [0.85 ‐ 0.89] 0.84  [0.78 ‐ 0.87]
Rectum  0.70  [0.56 ‐ 0.80] 0.74  [0.69 ‐ 0.80] 0.75  [0.72 ‐ 0.81]

Prostate  0.69  [0.62 ‐ 0.72] 0.68  [0.65 ‐ 0.73] 0.64  [0.55 ‐ 0.70]

Spinal Cord  0.53  [0.45 ‐ 0.60] 0.60  [0.53 ‐ 0.65] 0.61  [0.57 ‐ 0.69]

Left Parotid Gland  0.62  [0.50 ‐ 0.76] 0.58  [0.51 ‐ 0.71] 0.50  [0.38 ‐ 0.72] 
Right Parotid Gland  0.64  [0.47 ‐ 0.75] 0.59  [0.47 ‐ 0.67] 0.49  [0.35 ‐ 0.65]

Mean CV [Range]

Bladder  0.05   [0.04 ‐ 0.06] 0.06   [0.05 ‐ 0.08] 0.08   [0.06 ‐ 0.09]
Rectum  0.17   [0.05 ‐ 0.34] 0.11   [0.03 ‐ 0.17] 0.11   [0.08 ‐ 0.14]

Prostate  0.12   [0.07 ‐ 0.21] 0.15   [0.11 ‐ 0.19] 0.13   [0.04 ‐ 0.17]

Spinal Cord  0.25   [0.08 ‐ 0.39] 0.23   [0.16 ‐ 0.28] 0.18   [0.10 ‐ 0.22]

Left Parotid Gland  0.15   [0.08 ‐ 0.32] 0.20   [0.10 ‐ 0.34] 0.24   [0.08 ‐ 0.34] 
Right Parotid Gland  0.20   [0.09 ‐ 0.38] 0.20   [0.08 ‐ 0.40] 0.27   [0.11 ‐ 0.38]

ICC(2,1)
Bladder  0.982  0.982 0.958 
Rectum  0.194  0.541 0.646 
Prostate  0.875  0.703 0.689 
Spinal Cord  0.268  0.452 0.346 
Left Parotid Gland  0.742  0.672 0.686 
Right Parotid Gland  0.746  0.779 0.622 

Distance COM‐COMmean (cm)

  x y  z  3d x Y Z 3d x  Y  z 3d

Bladder  0.02  0.03  0.02 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.09 0.13 0.02  0.07  0.05 0.10

Rectum  0.04  0.12  0.41 0.44 0.03 0.09 0.30 0.33 0.02  0.06  0.13 0.15

Prostate  0.03  0.08  0.14 0.19 0.03 0.08 0.13 0.18 0.04  0.12  0.19 0.25

Spinal Cord  0.05  0.13  0.83 0.85 0.03 0.09 0.47 0.49 0.05  0.06  0.41 0.43

Left Parotid Gland  0.13  0.06  0.12 0.21 0.11 0.06 0.27 0.33 0.14  0.10  0.20 0.29

Right Parotid Gland  0.11  0.07  0.11 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.18 0.27 0.12  0.17  0.19 0.32

     
Table 2    Description parameters of inter-observer contouring variability: generalized conformity 
index (CIgen), coefficient of variation (CV), intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC(2,1)) and deviation 
of the center of mass (COM) from the mean center of mass (COMmean). ICC was calculated using 
"Real Statistics Resource Pack for Excel 2007" (Zaiontz, 2014). 
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Mean CIgen of the OARs for the five patients in the PC group all reach values >0.6, the 

bladder being the best with mean CIgen >0.8. Mean CIgen for the rectum is high, with a value of 

≥0.7. Inter-observer contouring variability for the H&N region is larger. Mean CIgen for the 

parotid glands and the spinal cord reached values <0.6, for the right parotid gland on CBCT2 

even <0.5. Thus, the CIgen are highest for bladder and lowest for the parotid glands.   

Fig. 6 depicts the dispersion of the CIgen averaged over all structures as well as for each single 

organ on the three different types of CTs for the PC and H&N group. The box plots show no 

trend towards less reliability on CBCTs. Agreement between the different ROs is best for the 

bladder. There is no trend indicating a decrease in agreement between the ROs on CBCT1 and 

CBCT2 compared to the PCT. 

  

Fig. 6   Box plots depicting the dispersion of the generalized conformity index (CIgen) for head and 
neck (a) and prostate cancer (b) patients. Here: I/V is minimal/maximal value, II/IV is lower/upper 
quartile and III is the median. 
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Fig. 7 shows CIgen for each patient and each organ. CIgen are not generally smaller on CBCT2 

than on CBCT1 and PCT. The trend between PCT, CBCT1 and CBCT2 is rather 

unpredictable and variable for each patient. Only for the bladder and parotid glands, most 

patient CIgen are smaller on CBCT2 than on PCT. However, COM and ICC do not support this 

finding. 

 

Fig. 7 CIgen calculated for each OAR and for each patient separately. Lines only serve to guide the eye. 
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Direct volume comparison and CIgen suggest larger contouring variability for the parotid 

glands. Similar results are displayed by the CV. CV of the parotid glands and spinal cord are 

considerably higher than for all other organs, while CV of the bladder is very small on all 

CTs. As explained above, CVs only consider volume sizes of OARs, not their position. 

All calculated ICC reach values >0.6 on all types of CTs, except for the rectum with ICC 

values <0.2 on PCT and the spinal cord, where the PCT and CBCT2 display values <0.4. The 

best ICC values have been identified for the bladder, where the ICC is >0.9 on all three CTs. 

Like the CV, the ICC only interprets reliability of volume size delineation, not of positioning. 

The ICC should be interpreted cautiously, due to the small number of patients. This is 

visualized in Fig. 8 by the large confidence interval bars. 

 

 

Fig. 8  ICC with confidence interval bars. ICC must be interpreted with caution due to the small 
patient number (the lines joining the data points only serve to guide the eye). 

 

As stated above, in addition to the other three parameters, the COM  was used for description 

of the three-dimensional positioning of the OARs in the body. To demonstrate the degree of 

agreement between the different observers, the distance of the individual COM of the various 

OARs from the mean COM is illustrated in Table 2. The mean COM is the average of all 
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COM for one OAR as delineated by all the ROs. It can be assumed as the position that is 

closest to the real center. The farther away each individual COM  is from the mean COM, the 

farther away the position of the structure is from the true position. Again the distance values 

were averaged over all patients for each OAR. In order to identify the parts of the largest 

insecurities, the distances of COM  to the mean  were calculated for every direction 

separately: medio-lateral, ventro-dorsal and cranio-caudal (x-,y-,z-). In this case, a slightly 

larger contouring insecurity can be observed for the rectum, the spinal cord and the prostate in 

the cranio-caudal axis.  

In accordance to the results of the other parameters, rectum, spinal cord as well as left and 

right parotid glands display larger deviations of the COM from the mean COM than bladder 

and prostate with values for PCT, CBCT1 and CBCT2 of 0.04 cm/0.13 cm/0.10 cm for the 

bladder, 0.19 cm/0.18 cm/0.25 cm for the prostate, 0.44 cm/0.33 cm/0.15 cm for the rectum, 

0.21 cm/0.33 cm/0.29 cm for the left parotid gland, 0.20 cm/0.27 cm/0.32 cm for the right 

parotid gland and 0.85 cm/0.49 cm/0.43 cm for the spinal cord, respectively. 

It is further noticeable that there is a systematic deviation between the contouring by the four 

ROs (Fig. 9). In most cases, RO1 is defining a smaller volume and RO2 a larger volume than 

the other ROs. 
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Fig. 9   Systematic contouring deviation and volume deviation from the median. 

 

Fig. 10 shows how often each RO delineated the smallest, medium or largest volume. All in 

all, each RO contoured 90 structures. RO1 defined 58 times out of 90 the smallest volume, 

RO2 only 3 times. RO2 defined 51 times out of ninety the largest volumes, RO1 only 4 times. 

RO3 and RO4 lie in the middle field in the majority of cases. 
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Fig. 10   Frequency of the size-ranking position of each RO's volume contouring accumulated over all 
organs delineated. 

 

 

Fig. 11   Comparison of volume sizes delineated on PCT and CBCT1. Different symbols within a 
colour group represent different patients. 

Ranking Position of Contoured Volume Sizes (1: smallest, 4: largest volume)

Rectum

Prostate

PG-l
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Rectum

Prostate
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In Table 3 and in Fig. 11, volume sizes of the OARs as delineated by the same RO on PCT 

and CBCT1 are compared. CBCT1 was chosen for comparison to PCT because the time 

difference to PCT is smaller and therefore the changes in anatomy can be assumed to be 

small. Bladder and spinal cord are not considered, the bladder because of its varying filling 

and the spinal cord because the distal parts were cut in different levels on each CT. 

 

VPCT/VCBCT1

Patient  Radiooncologist  Rectum Prostate PG‐l PG‐r

P1 (P1')  RO1  1.07 1.36 1.14 1.22
RO2  1.01 0.79 0.99 0.99

RO3  1.04 1.24 0.99 0.88

RO4  0.95 1.12 1.08 0.95

P2 (P2')  RO1  0.99 0.88 1.22 1.21
RO2  1.06 0.73 1.17 1.10

RO3  1.47 0.80 1.22 1.32

RO4  1.14 1.08 1.14 1.48

P3 (P3')  RO1  0.96 1.14 0.97 1.04
RO2  1.10 1.04 0.75 0.89

RO3  1.03 1.11 1.15 0.87

RO4  1.25 1.06 0.71 0.54

P4 (P4')  RO1  0.96 1.49 1.41 1.49
RO2  1.16 1.16 1.40 0.94

RO3  0.94 1.04 1.18 1.46

RO4  1.09 1.00 0.82 0.68

P5 (P5')  RO1  0.80 1.68 0.95 1.11
RO2  0.95 1.36 0.85 1.00

RO3  0.89 0.99 1.01 1.15

RO4  1.33 1.63 0.53 0.80

 

Table 3   Ratio of volume sizes derived from organs contoured on PCT and CBCT1 for all patients and ROs 
(green: <0 .95, black: 0.95-1.05, red >1.05). 

 

The data show that the structures are more often contoured smaller on CBCTs compared to 

PCTs. There is no evidence that this volume difference correlates with particular patients or 

ROs in any of the organs contoured. 

The different symbols within a colour group (organ) in Fig.11 represent different patients. 

Equal symbols in a group correspond to the volumes delineated for the same patient by 

different ROs. Besides the illustration of the differences between volume sizes determined on 

PCT and CBCT1 the variability in the ROs' contouring of identical  structures is visualized. 
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In clinical routine, only one RO is contouring the prostate. It is important that the derived 

PTV is definitely covering the whole prostate, the microscopic spread and the positioning 

uncertainties. The contours delineated by different ROs would result in different PTVs. The 

delineation preferences of the responsible RO are unknown and it is obviously not clear, 

which of the ROs produces the real contour most correctly. In our study with four different 

ROs it is interesting to check if the PTV derived from the smallest CTV including a typical 

safety margin covers at least the CTVs of the other ROs to provide a degree of certainty. For 

this purpose, a safety margin of 0.7 cm was created around the prostate with the smallest 

volume, which is a realistic safety margin in clinical routine. Table 4 depicts the percentage of 

the prostate volume as delineated by each RO that is included within the volume of the 

smallest prostate with 0.7 cm safety margin. If less than 100% of the original volume by each 

other RO is included within the 0.7 cm safety margin, the size of the safety margin might not 

be large enough and the risk of local failure is increased. 
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As depicted in Table 4 the intersection between the original volume by an RO and the 

smallest volume with safety margin is not 100%. The percentage of the volume included in 

the intersection volume ranges between 87% and 98% for PCT, 96% and 99% for CBCT1 and 

89% and 99% for CBCT2, respectively. The disagreement was mostly observed in the apex 

and dorsal region of the prostate (Fig. 12). The accuracy of the automatic calculation of 

intersection volumes with the boolean operator function of the eclipse planning software was 

estimated by comparing the intersection volume of the smallest prostate with the smallest 

prostate plus 0.7 cm margin. Consequently, the calculated intersection volume should be 

100% of the smallest volume. The deviation of the calculated values from this expected value 

demonstrates that the error of the automatic evaluation software is up to 4%.  

 

Fig. 12   0.7 cm safety margin (orange) around the smallest prostate contour: Its volume plus safety 
margin does not include all larger contours. 

 

3.2 Dose Comparison 
As described above, doses with and without heterogeneity correction were calculated for all 

OARs for each RO on PCT, CBCT1 and CBCT2 to assess the influence of HU. 

The ratios of DTissue and DWater are depicted in Table 5. When comparing the calculated DTissue 

and DWater on PCT, CBCT1 and CBCT2, rather small differences were found for Dmean. The 

averaged ratios of doses calculated with heterogeneity correction and without heterogeneity 

correction (DTissue/DWater) were close to 1. Looking at the single values, mean dose ratios 

maximally range from 0.95 to 1.04. Looking at D2%, all values are similarly close to 1, 

ranging from 0.95 to 1.05. Ratios calculated for PCTs are similar to the ratios for CBCT1 and 

CBCT2 (one patient of the PC group was excluded from dose calculation on CBCT2, due to 

the usage of a false filter). 
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  PCT  CBCT1 CBCT2 

Inter‐observer contouring variability induced scattering of Dmean (%) (ref. mean Dmean, for DTissue)

PC
Bladder    3.4  [  0.8 ‐   7.9 ] 6.7 [ 1.3 ‐ 22.4]   7.8  [  1.6 ‐ 17.2 ]

Rectum    13.9  [  2.6 ‐ 34.9 ] 9.6 [ 1.6 ‐ 24.0 ]   11.5  [  0.9 ‐ 18.9 ]

Prostate    0.3  [  0.0 ‐   0.7 ] 0.2 [ 0.0 ‐ 0.5 ]   0.7  [  0.2 ‐  1.1 ]

H&N
Left Parotid Gland    17.4  [ 11.5 ‐ 26.8 ] 24.7 [ 4.7 ‐ 60.8 ]   31.0  [ 14.6 ‐ 66.9 ]

Right Parotid Gland    17.2  [  5.5 ‐ 25.5 ] 21.5 [ 4.1 ‐ 48.3 ]   19.9  [ 12.5 ‐ 32.9 ]

Inter‐observer contouring variability induced scattering of D2% (%) (ref. mean D2%, for DTissue)

PC
Bladder    0.4  [  0.0 ‐   0.5 ] 0.5 [ 0.0 ‐ 1.8 ]   0.6  [  0.0 ‐  1.3 ]

Rectum    2.2  [  0.4 ‐   3.7 ] 0.9 [ 0.6 ‐ 1.8 ]   3.0  [  1.6 ‐  4.9 ]

Prostate    0.1  [  0.0 ‐   0.3 ] 0.1 [ 0.0 ‐ 0.2 ]   0.1  [  0.0 ‐  0.2 ]

H&N
Spinal Cord    3.1  [  0.8 ‐   6.5 ] 5.0 [ 2.1 ‐ 8.0 ]   4.4  [  1.0 ‐  8.1 ]

Left Parotid Gland    7.9  [  1.9 ‐ 26.9 ] 5.6 [ 1.6 ‐ 15.2 ]   10.0  [  1.5 ‐ 21.6 ]

Right Parotid Gland    12.4  [  0.9 ‐ 33.5 ] 15.2 [ 1.2 ‐ 24.5 ]   7.8  [  0.6 ‐ 13.1 ]

Ratio DTissue/DWater  (for Dmean)
PC

Bladder  1.00±0.00   [0.99 ‐ 1.00] 0.99±0.01   [0.97 ‐ 1.00] 0.99±0.01   [0.98 ‐ 1.00]

Rectum  1.02±0.01   [1.00 ‐ 1.04] 1.01±0.01   [0.99 ‐ 1.03] 1.02±0.01   [1.00 ‐ 1.04]

Prostate  0.99±0.01   [0.99 ‐ 1.00] 0.99±0.01   [0.97 ‐ 1.00] 0.99±0.01   [0.98 ‐ 1.00]

H&N
Left Parotid Gland  0.99±0.00   [0.99 ‐ 1.00] 0.99±0.01   [0.98 ‐ 1.00] 0.98±0.01   [0.95 ‐ 1.00]

Right Parotid Gland  1.00±0.01   [0.99 ‐ 1.03] 0.99±0.00   [0.98 ‐ 0.99] 0.98±0.01   [0.95 ‐ 0.99]

Ratio DTissue/DWater (for D2%)
PC

Bladder  0.99±0.01   [0.99 ‐ 1.00] 0.99±0.01   [0.97 ‐ 1.00] 0.99±0.01   [0.98 ‐ 1.00]

Rectum  0.98±0.01   [0.95 ‐ 1.00] 0.98±0.02   [0.95 – 0.99] 0.98±0.01   [0.97 ‐ 0.99]

Prostate  0.99±0.00   [0.99 ‐ 1.00] 0.99±0.01   [0.97 ‐ 1.00] 0.99±0.01   [0.98 ‐ 1.00]

H&N
Spinal Cord   0.99±0.01   [0.98 ‐ 1.00] 1.01±0.02   [0.98 ‐ 1.04] 1.00±0.02   [0.96 ‐ 1.03]

Left Parotid Gland  0.99±0.01   [0.98 ‐ 1.00] 0.99±0.01   [0.97 ‐ 1.00] 0.98±0.01   [0.96 ‐ 1.00]

Right Parotid Gland  1.00±0.02   [0.98 ‐ 1.05] 0.99±0.01   [0.98 ‐ 1.00] 0.98±0.01   [0.96 ‐ 0.99]

 

Table 5  Influence of inter-observer contouring variability and HU uncertainties on dose. Dose 
calculation results based on HU with and without heterogeneity correction (DWater and DTissue) match 
well.   

Exemplary DVH-c of CBCT1 for all organs delineated by each RO and calculated with and 

without heterogeneity correction are shown in Fig. 13. The DVH-c representing DTissue and 

DWater for the same contouring nearly match, while the graphs representing the different ROs 

vary noticeably. The rectum is of particular interest because of the air filled rectal balloon 

(Geier et al., 2012). Thus, the influence of air (rectal balloon) on the results of dose 

calculation can be observed. DVH-d (Fig. 14) show the differences derived from inter-
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observer contouring variability and HU differences more distinct. They show shifts of the 

graphs on the horizontal axis when doses were calculated without heterogeneity correction. 

 

Fig. 13   Exemplary cumulative dose-volume-histograms (DVH-c) for all OARs on CBCT1. For better 
visibility only part of the calculated data columns are plotted. The divergence between the ROs due to 
inter-observer contouring variability exceeds the divergence due to Hounsfield units.  
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Fig. 14  Differential dose-volume histograms (DVH-d) for the same data set as in Fig. 13. The vertical 
scale is based on a width of the relative dose bin of 0.1%. 
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In order to judge the influence of inter-observer contouring variability against the influence of 

HU on the calculated dose, the largest range of dose values due to the different contouring by 

the ROs was compared to the largest deviation generated by the different HU. 

Inter-observer contouring variability results in dose deviations from the mean value between 

the RO with the highest and the RO with the smallest calculated dose of up to 66.9% (left 

parotid gland, CBCT2) for Dmean. The largest dose deviation for D2% is 33.5% (right parotid 

gland, PCT). In comparison to that, the largest dose difference between calculation with and 

without heterogeneity correction is rather small. Here, the largest dose deviation is 5% 

(parotid glands, CBCT2) for Dmean and also 5% (rectum, PCT and CBCT1 and right parotid 

gland, PCT) for D2%.   

The calculated dose ratios for all patients, ROs and OARs show that the resulting doses are 

smaller when calculated with heterogeneity correction than calculated without heterogeneity 

correction with only few exceptions. 
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4 Discussion 

4.1 Inter-Observer Contouring Variability 
In this study, the possibility of RT planning on CBCTs in terms of inter-observer contouring 

variability and dose calculation in the H&N and the pelvic region was assessed. The H&N 

and the pelvic region are of special interest, as there are many OARs in these body regions 

lying close to each other, making organ definition and correct dose application even more 

significant. Additionally, replanning often becomes necessary during treatment in these body 

regions. In the pelvic region, intrinsic changes of organ positioning by physiological motion 

due to varying organ filling occur. In the H&N region, weight loss and sometimes quick 

tumor shrinkage plays the major role resulting in a different constitution of a patient. Both 

changes can become significant, making replanning mandatory (Gai et al., 2017). 

Contradictory data in the literature are available on inter-observer contouring variability on 

PCT and CBCT.  

Lütgendorf-Caucig et al. conducted a study, where seven radiation oncologists delineated the 

prostate and the seminal vesicles in eight patients with prostate cancer on CT, CBCT and MRI 

(Lütgendorf-Caucig et al., 2011). Inter-observer contouring variability was judged by the 

same parameters that were used in the present study, the CIgen, CV and the COM. They 

reported an increased inter-observer contouring variability in patients with prostate cancer on 

CBCT compared to CT and MRI for the prostate. The increase in inter-observer contouring 

variability on CBCT was statistically significant compared to the CT. For seminal vesicles, 

the contouring on CBCT was less reliable, too. In their case only the differences in CIgen and 

CV on CBCT compared to CT and MRI reached statistical significance. Differences in 

volume only reached statistical relevance on CBCT compared to MRI. Delineation of bladder 

and rectum were considered satisfactory, although differences in CIgen and CV between CT 

and CBCT were statistically significant. They conclude that planning on CBCTs might only 

be possible by applying additional safety margins, especially in the superior-inferior direction. 

Choi et al. assessed inter-observer contouring variability for prostate delineation on PCT and 

CBCT under offline MRI guidance (Choi et al., 2011). Three radiation oncologists contoured 

the prostate in ten patients after implantation of fiducial markers. There were no significant 

differences in prostate volume, while they found significant differences between the inter-

observer contouring variability on PCT and CBCT when looking at the three-dimensional 
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distances of each COM to the average COM and the CIgen. The largest deviation was found in 

the anterior-posterior and the superior-inferior direction. They suggest further guideline 

protocols for delineation of the prostate on CBCT. White et al. found good reliability of the 

position of COM for the prostate, but high variation of the volumes of up to 16%, especially 

in the superior-inferior axis (White et al., 2009). Foroudi et al. assessed inter-observer 

contouring variability in patients with bladder cancer on PCT in comparison to CBCT. They 

assessed the bladder and the rectum. They found that there are no significant differences in 

inter-observer contouring variability between the CTs, even though the quality of CBCT was 

subjectively judged considerably worse (Foroudi et al., 2009). Nishioka et al. assessed 

bladder and prostate delineation on CBCT for patients with bladder cancer (Nishioka et al., 

2013). They also found a small non-significant inter-observer contouring variability in terms 

of COM, CIgen and CV for both bladder and prostate, with CIgen of 0.81 for the bladder and 

CIgen of 0.66 for the prostate. There were no data available for inter-observer contouring 

variability on CBCT in the H&N region. 

The purpose of the direct organ volume comparison in this study was to assess a possible 

systematic deviation in contouring between the four ROs, i.e. if one RO is consistently 

contouring a larger or smaller volume. Additionally, it is possible to see the extent of volume 

deviations and on which type of CT they are most obvious. The best image quality is 

displayed by the PCT, so inter-observer contouring variability should be small. As CBCT1 

was acquired in the beginning of RT, no irradiation effects were expected. CBCT2 was 

obtained at the end of RT, so irradiation effects such as inflammation and edema might impair 

image quality and contouring additionally. Therefore, the organ contours of the OARs might 

be discriminated more easily on CBCT1 than on CBCT2, hypothetically resulting in larger 

inter-observer contouring variability on CBCT2. It is important to use all parameters proposed 

above to describe inter-observer contouring variability, as they describe different aspects. The 

CIgen together with the COM describes the volume conformity and positioning conformity of 

the organ within the body. The CV gives an impression of the agreement of the volume sizes, 

while the ICC, if reviewed carefully, provides an estimation of the consistency of contouring 

performed by different ROs. 

Only combined, these parameters deliver a satisfactory description of inter-observer 

contouring variability – reliability of volume-size definition and positioning. Additional 

parameters, such as the systematic error, deviation from the median and the overall agreement 
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of intersection and union volumes, were assessed to further highlight the various aspects of 

inter-observer contouring variability. 

In the present study, inter-observer contouring variability for all regions investigated is rather 

large, including size differences between the largest and the smallest contours of more than a 

factor 2. The distribution of the volume deviation from the median confirms these results. The 

largest confidence in delineation is found for the bladder, where the deviation from the 

median lies within 10%. Most volume deviations lie in the range of 20% to 40%. The spinal 

cord and the parotid glands display the largest deviation from the median with outliers of up 

to >80%. Inter-observer contouring variability is similar on all CTs. There is no trend of 

increasing organ definition insecurity on CBCT2 as compared to CBCT1 and both compared 

to PCT. Only for the parotid glands and the bladder a slight increase of inter-observer 

contouring variability can be observed on CBCT2. Therefore, irradiation effects do not seem 

to have the expected impact on inter-observer contouring variability. A systematic error has 

been found, suggesting that RO2 tends to define larger volumes and RO1 smaller volumes, 

while RO3 and RO4 are usually placed in the middle field. 

The factor of the ratio of the intersection volume of all delineations and the union volumes of 

all delineations (Table 1) is dependent on both differences in the sizes of the volumes 

delineated, as well as their position towards each other. The variation between intersection 

and union volume are surprisingly large. As was already the case with the other description 

parameters, bladder displays the best results with an agreement of up to 82%. Volume 

agreement for organs delineated in the H&N region is often less than 40%, for some cases 

even less than 20%. Results for rectum and prostate vary around 50%. Comparing the volume 

discrepancies with the COM differences and the CIgen results, it is obvious that the dominant 

part of inter-observer contouring variability is due to volume discrepancies, rather than 

positioning differences. 

The best certainty in delineation is shown for the bladder. Inter-observer contouring 

variability for parotid glands is larger than for prostate or bladder. These results suggest that 

contouring in the H&N region is more demanding.  

These findings are consistent in all three CTs (PCT, CBCT1 and CBCT2). Inter-observer 

contouring variability remains a general problem during the planning of RT. In this study, it 

is, however, not generally larger on CBCTs and it does not increase in the course of 

irradiation.  
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The rectum, the spinal cord and the parotid glands posed the most problems during contouring 

for different reasons: The low level of agreement on the delineation of the rectum and the 

spinal cord are mainly caused by the different delineation in the longitudinal direction. The 

guideline for contouring of the rectum states that it ranges from anus to the beginning of the 

sigmoid colon. This region, however, is difficult to define and therefore a cause of 

disagreement. The deviations of COM were assessed in the superior-inferior, anterior-

posterior and medio-lateral direction separately. While all other deviations are small, it is 

noticeable that there is a larger deviation for the rectum in the longitudinal direction, with 

COM of 0.41 cm in the z-direction compared to 0.04 cm in the x- and 0.12 cm in the y-

direction for PCT. This is also shown for CBCT1 and CBCT2 with x-/y-/z- values of 

0.03 cm/0.09 cm/0.30 cm and 0.02 cm/0.06 cm/0.13 cm, respectively. Fig. 15 depicts an 

example of inter-observer contouring variability of the rectum. 

 

Fig. 15   Inter-observer contouring variability in the longitudinal direction of the rectum at the 
transition into the sigmoid colon on CBCT1. 

 

There is a similar problem concerning the spinal cord. To judge inter-observer contouring 

variability more adequately, the spinal cord was cut at the distal part to end at the same CT 

level, as the distal parts were not defined. Especially in the PCT, where a larger part of the 

body was imaged, some ROs continued contouring to the end of the image and some stopped 

contouring at a level they considered relevant for treatment planning. The proximal border is 

the part where the spinal cord turns into the medulla oblongata. The delineation differences in 

this region are of interest and often a cause of error. This, too, becomes more obvious by 

looking at the deviation from the mean COM in each direction separately, where the largest 

deviations are observed in the z-direction with x-/y-/z- values for PCT, CBCT1 and CBCT2 
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of 0.05 cm/0.13 cm/0.83 cm, 0.03 cm/0.09 cm/0.47 cm and 0.05 cm/0.06 cm/0.41 cm, 

respectively. This is illustrated in Fig. 16. 

 

 

Fig. 16   Inter-observer contouring variability in the longitudinal direction of the spinal cord. 

 

The relatively large inter-observer contouring variability of the parotid glands might be due to 

the inherent anatomical conditions in the H&N region with many small adjacent structures 

with similar densities. Therefore, distinguishing the parotid glands from the surrounding 

structures, such as lymph nodes, blood vessels and other soft tissue, can sometimes be 

difficult. For the parotid glands, these uncertainties in defining the contours are aggravated by 

the limitations of CBCT image quality and also seem to be influenced by irradiation artifacts 

and irradiation effects, such as edema, showing in the development of CIgen and CV between 

CBCT1 and CBCT2. However, correct organ definition is one of the most crucial steps in 

planning irradiation. Especially in the H&N region, where contouring looks most difficult, 

precision is very important, as the close proximity of OARs and PTVs put healthy tissue to 

greater risk. The local narrow situation implies that OARs are closer to the PTV and therefore 

to the high dose region. 

The larger dispersion in volume size of the prostate between the ROs is mostly due to 

disagreement on defining the apex of the prostate (Fig. 17). 
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Fig. 17  Inter-observer contouring variability of the prostate, illustrating the high variability in the 
apex region. 

 

As Fig. 11 illustrates, in the majority of cases volume sizes tend to be delineated smaller on 

CBCT compared to PCT. Fig. 11 also shows that the largest dispersion of volume sizes can be 

observed for the rectum and the prostate. There are two possible explanations for the 

dispersion in rectum size. First of all, the previously described difficulties in defining the 

transition from the rectum to the sigmoid colon can be a reason for these discrepancies. 

Moreover, the rectum is an organ with varying filling and varying size. This influence factor 

could be minimized by the use of the rectal balloon with a standardized inflation volume. 

The prostate is also more often underestimated on CBCT1. This is probably even more 

important as it represents a target volume, and emphasizes again the importance of the right 

choice of the safety margin size. 

Reliability evaluation values for application in RT have to be judged more critical than in 

many other fields. A rating like "moderate reliability" would not be a sufficient attribute. Due 

to the far-reaching consequences it is important to aim at best possible confidence. In order to 

handle unavoidable error sources, the introduction of safety margins around target organs is 

essential in planning. The assessment of the safety margin shows that the apex of the prostate 

is in danger of not being included within the safety margin. Therefore, this region might be at 

risk of local failure. This is also the region with the highest inter-observer contouring 

variability as suggested by the deviation of the COM from the mean COM  in the z-direction. 

It must be discussed to increase safety margins in the longitudinal direction.   

To increase the reliability of contouring, a few procedures have already been suggested by 

several authors. Especially for the H&N region, it might be useful to co-register the CBCTs 
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with pretreatment PCTs and especially MRIs. That way, soft tissue can be judged more easily 

and reliably. For the pelvic region, PET-CTs could be helpful. As Choi et al. already 

suggested for the prostate, additional guidelines could be helpful for delineation, not only on 

CBCTs but also for PCTs (Choi et al., 2011). However, there is already a number of 

contouring protocols and house standards and still the inter-observer contouring variability is 

high. Also the insertion of larger safety margins as proposed by Lütgendorf-Caucig et. al. 

(Lütgendorf-Caucig et al., 2011) must be discussed controversially. The added safety margin 

decreases the risk of local failure, but possibly at the cost of increased local toxicity. 

Therefore the introduction of larger safety margins has to be judged carefully. 

4.2 Dose Comparison 
Several studies report an unreliability of HU measurement on CBCT. Hatton et al. 

investigated HU measurement on CBCT, using phantoms of different radial and longitudinal 

diameters simulating different patients’ constitutions (Hatton et al., 2009). They found that 

HU vary significantly with larger diameter, especially in the radial circumference, resulting in 

errors in dose calculation by HU to electron density (ED) calibration. Eskandarloo et al. 

scanned parts of a mandibular bone embedded in three different density materials. They 

varied the position of the phantoms and used three different scanners.They found significant 

HU variation on CBCT due to the position of the bone on the irradiation desk (Eskandarloo et 

al., 2012). There have been a few approaches to calculate dose on CBCT, most of them using 

phantoms. Guan et al. calibrated HU to ED curves for different phantoms of the pelvic region 

(Guan & Dong, 2009). They found that on CBCTs, different calibration curves are needed for 

different technical settings and different patients’ constitutions. Yoo & Yin  found differences 

in HU measurements on CT and CBCT of up to 200 HU values; in patients’ back muscles of 

up to 300 HU (Yoo & Yin, 2006). They found dosimetric differences of up to 2-3% in 

MU/cGy for CBCTs and CTs using an inhomogeneous phantom (at the lung or the edges of 

the field of view) and good agreement between DVH and isodose, with higher discrepancies 

in the high dose regions. Ding et al. assessed HU discrepancies and dose calculation on CBCT 

on phantom and patient cases for the H&N region and PC (Ding et al., 2007). While in some 

areas HU differ, they do not influence dose calculation significantly, resulting in nearly 

matching DVH.  

To assess how large the influence of HU uncertainties on dose calculation really is in relation 

to other input factors (here: inter-observer contouring variability) two scenarios were 
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compared to each other – dose calculation on the basis of the CT derived HU and dose 

calculation on the basis of HU that were all equalized to water. 

In this study, differences between DWater and DTissue are rather small. Dmean-ratios of the rectum 

show a slightly larger discrepancy on all CTs. This might be due to the influence of air in the 

rectal balloon. Other studies found that inaccuracies in HU calculation vary a lot depending 

on the tissue. As deduced from the other studies, larger dose differences can be expected for 

certain regions, such as the back muscles close to the spine (Yoo & Yin, 2006). Air and 

regions with high density gradients might have far bigger influence on HU and dose 

calculation. The influence of air must be assessed more closely in other studies. It must be 

noted, that the present study only considers organs and dose calculation in the pelvic and 

H&N region. It is possible that a dose assessment in the thoracic region would show 

significant differences. 

Calculated DVH allow for an easy direct comparison of the influence factors inter-observer 

contouring variability and HU. Looking at the DVH, some interesting details become obvious. 

The eight graphs (Fig. 13), one for each RO calculated for each organ  with and without 

heterogeneity correction,  can be judged in regard of their conformity concerning inter-

observer contouring variability and different calculation modes. The difference in HU does 

not have great influence on dose calculation. The graphs representing the DVH of the two 

calculation modes – with and without heterogeneity correction – match rather accurately in 

most cases. The rectum poses an exception (Fig. 12). As explained above, the illustrated 

examples for DVH of the rectum were chosen to observe the influence of air on dose 

calculation, as the rectal balloon is filled with air (Geier et al., 2012). In the pelvic and H&N 

regions, there are mostly tissues with similar densities and therefore, the calculated DVH 

representing the calculated dose with and without heterogeneity correction match 

satisfactorily. Especially the bladder shows the most accurate conformity, most likely due to 

its water-like density. However, results for regions containing more air, such as thorax or the 

sinuses, or regions with steep density gradients might look very different. The graphs 

representing the different ROs, however, show a much larger discrepancy. The influence of 

inter-observer contouring variability clearly exceeds the influence of HU. There are larger 

differences between DTissue and DWater in the high dose regions (see DVH-c). 

The results show that doses calculated with heterogeneity correction (DTissue) are usually 

smaller than doses calculated without heterogeneity correction (DWater). This seems logical, as 

denser tissues, such as bones, absorb part of the photons before the target is reached. 
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Equalizing bone density to water density while using the same irradiation plan with the exact 

same beam angles and MU, the absorption by bone or other denser tissue is not considered 

and this must result in a higher calculated dose in the target. DVH-d also illustrate  the shifts 

on the horizontal axis. Here, also the exceptions are visible, where this ratio is reversed. 

Especially the rectum shows this reversed ratio in nearly all patients, possibly because of the 

increased HU-uncertainties in air. 

4.3 Impact of Inter-Observer Contouring Variability Versus Impact of 

Hounsfield Unit Uncertainties 
The comparison of the influence factors inter-observer contouring variability and HU suggests 

a larger impact of inter-observer contouring variability. Only in few exceptions, the influence 

of HU exceeded the influence of inter-observer contouring variability. The prostate is the only 

OAR, for which the influence of HU continually exceeds the influence of inter-observer 

contouring variability. This might be due to the fact, that the prostate is not only an OAR in 

our study, but it also poses a target volume. The dose is calculated for the PTV, i.e. the 

prostate with a safety margin around it. The prostate as an organ is therefore homogenously 

covered by a larger high dose region. Thus, differences in contouring do not result in 

significant dose differences as all contours are covered by the high dose region. Dose 

differences due to inter-observer contouring variability are therefore exceeded by the dose 

differences due to HU. 

Nevertheless, as suggested by the results for the rectum, it remains important to consider the 

tissue densities in the calculation of treatment plans. Although dose calculation with and 

without heterogeneity correction results in small differences in the calculated doses in this 

study, there are indications that this might not apply for other body regions. Also, as 

suggested by the DVH, doses calculated with or without heterogeneity correction differ more 

in the high dose region, which can become significant considering hot spots in sensitive 

OARs. As it was described above, the DVH-d imply that in some cases, differences due to 

HU are not much smaller than dose differences due to inter-observer variability, but they 

diverge in a different way. The graphs representing the ROs display a shift on the vertical 

axis, i.e. the same percentage of the prescribed dose covers a larger or smaller part of the 

volume, while the graphs representing DTissue and DWater display a shift on the horizontal axis, 

i.e. the same percentage of the volume is covered by a higher or smaller percentage of the 

prescribed dose.  
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The broad consistency of the resulting doses for the different delineations of the target 

structure (prostate) in our study demonstrates overall satisfactory masking of the target region 

by the security margins. One should keep in mind, however,  that in the DVHs (Fig. 13 & 14) 

the volume axis is specified in relative units, with 100% representing the total delineated 

volume. The applied dose integrated over the target organ scales with the volumes delineated 

by the different ROs. It should be noted that the total irradiation exposure of a patient during 

RT depends on the delineated volume used as input for dose planning. A smaller delineated 

volume implies a smaller irradiation exposure for the patient, but it can be at the cost of a 

geographic miss. A larger volume, even more enlarged by the security margin, however, 

results in a larger total irradiation exposure of the patient, which emphasizes the importance 

of the “right” security margin, but even more of the “right” contouring. As a whole, inter-

observer contouring variability might have a more profound impact on the whole patient.  

Although all calculations suggest that inter-observer contouring variability is a more relevant 

influence factor than HU, none of them should be neglected in order to ensure most precise 

dose calculation. 

It is difficult to agree on an acceptable dose deviation for PTVs and OARs. Until now, it is 

not well defined, what a relevant inter-observer contouring variability or dose deviation from 

the prescribed dose is and which level of variability can be tolerated. Also, these influence 

factors are only two of many. For example, inter-fractional patient setup errors are also source 

of inaccuracies.   

To increase delineation conformity, co-registering of the PCT with other imaging modalities 

and additional delineation guidelines can be helpful. However, inter-observer contouring 

variability remains large despite the already existing protocols. Brouwer et.al. suggest in 

addition to further delineation guidelines and co-registering of other imaging modalities 

regular joint delineation review sessions (Brouwer et al., 2012). As already discussed above, 

larger security margins to account for PTV definition uncertainties can increase toxicity to 

surrounding normal tissue and must therefore be applied carefully. 
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5 Limitations of the Study 
The most important limitation of the present study is the small number of patients and 

observers. Thus error bars of the calculated evaluation parameters are large and it is difficult 

to make a valid judgement about clinical significance. Additionally, it would be of interest to 

analyze the influence of intra-observer contouring variability more closely and to put it into 

relation to inter-observer contouring variability. The H&N and the pelvic region chosen for 

this study are two body regions with mostly homogeneous tissue densities, i.e. densities that 

are close to water. This might be a reason for the similar results of dose calculation with and 

without heterogeneity correction. It is not possible to draw general conclusions for other 

regions of the body. As mentioned above, it is also not easy to judge these findings in means 

of their relevance. It is not trivial to estimate, whether a certain dose deviation has large or 

small impact on the clinical outcome. 

Nevertheless, the clinical time and personnel requirements for this kind of investigations are 

high and may be too extensive for a single study. Compilation of all available data is 

necessary, and therefore each contribution is valuable. 
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6 Conclusion 
In this study, inter-observer contouring variability is found comparable between PCT and 

CBCT for bladder, rectum and prostate for PC patients and for left and right parotid gland and 

the spinal cord in the H&N region. This suggests that contouring on CBCTs is not generally 

less accurate than contouring on PCT and that the influence of impaired image quality on 

CBCTs is manageable. However, there are large differences in inter-observer contouring 

variability between the different organs. This concerns contouring on all CT types. It seems to 

be more difficult to define correct organ contours in the H&N region. This might be due to the 

inherent anatomical situation in this area, where many small structures with similar tissue 

densities lie close to each other and are sometimes difficult to differentiate. Anatomical 

landmarks, for example parts of the pelvic bone or the base of the skull, can help to define 

organ boundaries. Generally, inter-observer contouring variability is large on all CTs. Inter-

observer contouring variability is a human error that can never be ruled out completely. To 

increase accuracy, it can be recommendable to additionally rely on guidance of other imaging 

modalities, such as MRI or PET, which can be co-registered and fused with the PCT and 

CBCT. In operated patients, it might be helpful to consult the surgeon to discuss the post-

surgery changes in anatomy. This emphasizes the importance of the multidisciplinary setting, 

even in the course of irradiation planning. 

Comparing dose calculation with and without heterogeneity correction, there are only small 

discrepancies. The impact of HU is low for the chosen body areas in this study. However, as 

the exemplary dose calculations for the rectum suggest, it must be assumed that results for 

other regions of the body might vary greatly. This is especially true for body regions 

containing air, like the thorax, or where tissues with different densities lie close to each other, 

resulting in steep density gradients between the OAR and its surroundings. It could also be 

demonstrated that dose calculation without heterogeneity correction with HU equalized to 

water overestimates doses to the OARs in most cases.  

This study shows that for the specific regions chosen, namely the H&N and the pelvic region, 

contouring on CBCTs results in similar inter-observer contouring variability as contouring on 

PCT. CBCTs provide all in all reliable dose approximations. However, due to the limitations 

of this study, such as the small patient number, further studies are essentially necessary to 

confirm these results and provide assessments for other body regions. 
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7 Summary 
Purpose:  

Adaptive online planning is an ambitious goal in modern radiotherapy concepts. Until now, 

kilovolt cone beam CTs (CBCTs) are used for image guidance during radiotherapy but not for 

planning due to impaired image quality. However, it would be of advantage for the work flow 

and the patients, if CBCTs could directly be used for adaptive replanning. The aim of this 

study was to assess inter-observer contouring variability and the influence of Hounsfield unit 

(HU) uncertainties on dose calculation based on CBCTs in comparison to planning CTs 

(PCTs).  

Materials/Methods:  

Data sets of five head and neck cancer patients and five prostate cancer patients were 

evaluated. Four radiation oncologists delineated the left parotid gland, the right parotid gland 

and the spinal cord for the head and neck cancer group. For prostate cancer patients, the 

prostate, bladder and rectum were contoured, each on the PCT and two CBCTs. Inter-

observer contouring variability was judged by the parameters generalized conformity index, 

coefficient of variation, intra-class correlation coefficient and the deviation of the center of 

mass. To assess the reliability of dose calculation on CBCTs based on CBCT-derived HU, the 

original irradiation plans from the PCT were copied to both CBCTs. The doses were 

recalculated using the same plan parameters and monitor units as in the PCTs, but applying 

CBCT calibration curves. All doses were computed with heterogeneity correction as well as 

without heterogeneity correction (HU=0). 

Results:  

Inter-observer contouring variability was similar on all types of CTs, left and right parotid 

glands, spinal cord and rectum with the largest variability. Evaluating the results of dose 

calculation with and without heterogeneity correction, there were only minor differences in 

mean and maximum doses. Comparing dose volume histograms, the influence of inter-

observer contouring variability exceeds the influence of HU on the results of dose calculation. 

Differences in contouring mainly result in a shift of differential DVH on the vertical axis, 

while differences in HU mainly result in a shift of the differential DVH on the horizontal axis. 
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Conclusion:  

Inter-observer contouring variability is a general challenge in radiation oncology, which is not 

unique to CBCTs. Only for certain organs a slight increase in inter-observer contouring 

variability was observed on CBCT compared to PCT. Inter-observer contouring variability on 

all CTs have larger impact on the results of dose calculation than HU, but the resulting dose 

differences were overall not larger on CBCT than on PCT. It must be noted, that these results 

only concern dose calculation for the pelvic and the head and neck region. More studies are 

essentially necessary to assess dose calculation in other body regions.  
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